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About This Game

This game is a casual Bingo game where you need to collect all the numbers needed for Bingo.
Once you get the Bingo, you get to meet new girls that want to play with you.

Game Features:
* nice artwork

* relaxing background music
* casual Bingo gameplay
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It's pretty cheesy and the amount of gameplay isn't huge, but it sure is fun wasting spirits with a ghostbuster-style beam.

Operating the beam can occasionally be annoying, but mostly controls are rather intuitive.

Definitely worth a few bucks, just to bust some ghosts.. At first blush, this game seemed like it would be pretty good - but that
feeling doesn't hold up over time. While there are 4 different factions in the game, they share the same 4 units. The single player
campaign quickly becomes tedious when all battles consist of the same exact strategy, I can imagine this game might be more
enjoyable multiplayer, but that aspect is pretty dead.. wheres the nudity smh. minecraft with guns. this is surely the most
innapropriate game for action lovers, but I liked it, I recommend it to patient players (battles can be as long as 2 h ), i
recommend buying the ironclads 2, it's better, but this game is ok, graphics are not bad at all but the interface is not very
beautiful
. MINDBLOWING. Short but deep. Literally.. I've had a lot of fun playing as Tal. It's a nice change from the base game. I
bought SP lv pro so why I only get sp lv1
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Tulpa is a really strange game. It looks rather nice, and when starting to play you have a little of this feeling like it's similar to
LIMBO, but with colors. There is just one thing that made me understand why this game have mixed reviews - it's because of
puzzles. I mean, it's a puzzle game, right? So if the main element of the game fails, what does it mean to game? It's boring and
unplayable. It's not really similar to LIMBO. Sure, it might look like it is, but that's all. Even without comparing those two
games, Tulpa is just bad puzzle platformer game. Avoid at all costs, it's not worth anything.. Cannot continue to play this,
narrator makes me want to tear my ears off.

Stanley parable is an example of some of the best in game narration. This game is an example of some of the worst.. First
Impression Gameplay: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZbpKQLzNFEQ

Entertaining for a little bit, but can become quickly repetitive. Before you begin, you can choose from several different ships.
Each ship has its own unique weapon. Weapon types vary between machine gun, rockets, and some kind of sonic boom weapon.
Weapons can be upgraded 3 times by picking up crates dropped by boss enemies.

 You spawn in and have to defeat ever increasing waves of enemies. There are ships who seek you out and try to shoot you,
ramming ships, and larger capital type ships. Asteroids fly through the map and can kill both you and your enemies. Enemy AI
is kinda bad. Ships will fly directly towards you as soon as they spawn. They will fly directly into asteroids to try and get to you.

I tried to use my Xbox controller, but it was very glitchy. It worked for about a minute before the ship constantly flew to one
side of the map and then the game crashed. Mouse control is better, but I feel like it could be a lot smoother. The game does
feature a leader-board, which is pretty cool. After about 20 minutes of playing, I was 2nd on the leader-board.

Overall, I'd wait until the Dev does some polishing\/bug fixing. Hard to justify right now for over $2.

. It was very nice! Considering it's free :). needs a lot of work, does not seem like a finsihed product and it seems the cases
overturned upon appeal is decided at random.. I loved every minute of it, the story is amazing, the choices are great, it's very
emotional at times to! great game if you like choose-your-own-adventure novels, and gryphons.

ps: wyrms are 2spooky4me.. Great Game :). I was able to preview this game before it officially came out on Steam. It's fun and
educational for little kids--teaches things like colors, letters, etc. I like that the mouse is nice and big because sometimes my
daughter loses the mouse when she's trying to use the computer and it's easy for her to navigate around and click stuff. Lots of
fun games to pick from good animations and sound effects.

Plus, it's not annoying like lots of other little kid games
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